Designing For Transformation

AUROVILLE, 2017
How Soylent and Oculus Rift can Reform Our Prison System

By equipping every inmate with an Oculus Rift headset in his or her own cell, you could isolate prisoners from violence without isolating them from people. Put all the prisoners inside Second Life, Prison Edition, give them all a headset, and let them build virtual characters. You could design an awesome system for rehabilitation, give access to e-learning tools, Kindle books, Minecraft and other digital tools for creativity (prison is boring), psychologist sessions (the psychologist could log in remotely from anywhere in the world), and even handle all correspondence and prison visits from relatives and friends electronically.
"Technology is an amplifier of human intent." quoting Kentaro today #TSNYC at #ThoughtWorksNYC
INCENTIVES
Are we designing for impermanence?
What are our creative constraints?
What are our creative constraints?
Are we using multiple forms of capital?
Are we using multiple forms of capital?
We accept multiple forms of capital.

- Money: I would like to pay for the product.
- Time: I will volunteer at a local food shelter and send you a photo.
- Community: I will do an act of kindness and send you the story.
- Material: I can ship you yarn for your next product.
- Attention: I will meditate an hour and send you my reflection.
- Other: ___________
Are we using multiple forms of capital?
Are we leading with inner transformation?
Are we leading with inner transformation?
Google buying Lift Labs, the maker of a self-stabilizing spoon
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Are we unlocking “many to many” potential?
6 Are we working without an exit strategy?
Let’s do the impossible.
Thank you!

nipun@servicespace.org